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ABSTRACT

Broadcasting gateway equipment generally uses a method of simply switching to a spare input stream when a
failure occurs in a main input stream. However, when the transmission environment is unstable, problems such as
reduction in the lifespan of equipment due to frequent switching and interruption, delay, and stoppage of services
may occur. Therefore, applying a machine learning (ML) method, which is possible to automatically judge and
classify network-related service anomaly, and switch multi-input signals without dropping or changing signals
by predicting or quickly determining the time of error occurrence for smooth stream switching when there are
problems such as transmission errors, is required. In this paper, we propose an intelligent packet switching method
based on the ML method of classification, which is one of the supervised learning methods, that presents the
risk level of abnormal multi-stream occurring in broadcasting gateway equipment based on data. Furthermore,
we subdivide the risk levels obtained from classification techniques into probabilities and then derive vectorized
representative values for each attribute value of the collected input data and continuously update them. The obtained
reference vector value is used for switching judgment through the cosine similarity value between input data
obtained when a dangerous situation occurs. In the broadcasting gateway equipment to which the proposed method
is applied, it is possible to perform more stable and smarter switching than before by solving problems of reliability
and broadcasting accidents of the equipment and can maintain stable video streaming as well.
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1 Introduction

Broadcasting and communication technologies have developed rapidly and as a result, large-
capacity and high-quality videos are provided to users in various forms. With the advancement
of network processes, data in switched systems is transmitted over the network frequently. While
bringing convenience, it should have a significant impact on the system performance, especially for
not timely and imprecise data transmission [1]. Therefore, in particular, the demand for seamless and
stable services for immersive media content such as 4K/8K ultra-high definition (UHD) content is
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increasing. To satisfy these users’ requirements, various technologies such as streaming video with
high-quality and large-capacity and high-quality content such as 8K-UHD have already been applied
or optimized to provide various services [2]. However, when providing content with large capacity and
high quality only through a terrestrial broadcasting network, there is a certain level of limitation in
satisfying users’ requirements due to insufficient transmission bandwidth and number of channels.
To overcome these limitations, it is essential to research transmission technology that combines
wired/wireless communication networks with high-speed and terrestrial broadcasting networks [3,4].
In particular, to provide broadcasting and communication convergence services, large-capacity and
high-quality content needs to be transmitted based on internet protocol (IP) [5]. It is based on
moving picture experts group (MPEG) media transport (MMT) or real-time object delivery over
unidirectional transport (ROUTE) format to provide converged broadcasting services using the
HTTP/TCP/IP protocol when transmitting the data through the network [6–10]. As mentioned above,
the broadcasting gateway equipment is used to provide high-quality and large-capacity contents of
4K-UHD level or higher stably and seamlessly. However, problems such as transmission failure may
occur during this process and as IP-based data transmission technology is used, it may inevitably cause
a packet loss during transmission depending on the network environment [11]. When this occurs in the
main input stream, the method used currently is simply to switch it to the preliminary input stream.
In other words, the broadcasting gateway equipment only measures packet loss of the input stream
and compares it to its threshold set by a service provider. If it reaches its threshold, that input stream
immediately is switched to other input streams. When the transmission environment is unstable and
the packet loss threshold is frequently reached, not only the lifespan of the equipment is reduced
due to frequent switching, but also problems such as interruption, delay, and suspension of large-
capacity and high-quality services inevitably occur. Therefore, as one of the methods for solving
these problems, providing ultra-low latency response using 5G networks as well as the technology
of multi-stream changer, linked with mobile edge computing (MEC), which can reduce the traffic of
backbone network, has emerged. In addition, when transmission errors occur in the system device
while providing streaming services of 4K-UHD level or higher, to ensure switching stream smoothly,
a multi-stream changer platform based on AI that can predict or quickly determine the time of error
occurrence and then automatically judge to switch multi-input signals without signal dropping or
changing is required.

Thus, in this paper, we propose an intelligent packet switching method based on the classification
of the ML method using data in various problem situations in broadcasting gateway equipment used
simultaneously in terrestrial broadcasting networks and high-speed wired/wireless networks and a
platform that can verify this. The intelligent packet switching method proposed in this paper applies
a machine learning method to automatically detect abnormal conditions and classify network-related
service anomalies. It uses various log data that continuously output from broadcasting gateway
equipment to recognize abnormal problems and detect these based on various data. In addition,
the proposed method is verified through an independently distributed platform rather than the
existing broadcasting gateway system to prevent server and system loading. In broadcasting gateway
equipment to which the proposed abnormal multi-stream detection technique is applied, problems
such as reliability and broadcasting accidents of the equipment are resolved through analysis of input
data from equipment, enabling more stable and smarter switching than before.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Multi-Stream Technology Based on Broadcast Communication

As the transmission and reception of broadcasting signals based on analog ends, various tech-
nologies for transmitting and receiving broadcasting signals based on digital are being developed.
Compared to existing analog broadcasting signals, digital broadcasting signals can include high-
quality video/audio data and additional data [12]. Therefore, the broadcasting system transmits
higher-capacity and higher-quality content than before, builds redundancy to prevent broadcasting
accidents, and uses a switch to transfer broadcasting signals when an error occurs. Switches in existing
broadcasting systems were configured based on MPEG-2 Transport System, but since the advent
of advanced television systems committee standard 3.0 (ATSC 3.0), which is a digital broadcasting
method, it is essential to develop and build an IP-based switch to which ATSC 3.0 broadcasting
technology is applied. ATSC 3.0 is a suite of voluntary technical Standards and Recommended
Practices that is fundamentally different from predecessor ATSC systems. With higher capacity to
deliver UHD services, robust reception on a wide range of devices, improved efficiency, IP transport,
advanced emergency alerting, personalization features and interactive capability, the ATSC 3.0
Standard provides much more capability than previous generations of terrestrial broadcasting. The
ATSC 3.0 System is designed with a layered architecture due to the many advantages of such a system,
particularly pertaining to upgradability and extensibility [13]. The overall structure diagram of the
ATSC 3.0 switch is shown in Fig. 1 and the structure diagram of the transmission system with the
ATSC 3.0 switch is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Overall structure diagram of ATSC 3.0 switch

Compared to digital video broadcasting—second generation terrestrial (DVB-T2), ATSC 3.0
includes the layered division multiplexing (LDM), which is the latest multiplexing technology, to
transmit mobile HD broadcasting and fixed UHD broadcasting simultaneously without any problems.
In addition, as it is a system designed based on IP, it is possible to interwork with a communication
network and has the characteristic of providing more enhanced quality of media to various devices.

A 4K-UHD video is transmitted by 3840 × 2160 resolution video with high-quality audio data
through terrestrial broadcasting networks. According to the domestic UHD TV standard, high-
efficiency video coding (HEVC) is adopted as a compression technology for video data and MPEG-H
is adopted as a compression technology for audio data. While the digital television (DTV) method
provides a bandwidth of 19.4 Mbps at 6 MHz, UHD broadcasting based on ATSC 3.0 can provide
25 Mbps, which is more than 30% higher than that of DTV. Before UHD broadcasting was provided,
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fixed FHD video service was provided through DTV. UHD broadcasting can simultaneously transmit
not only 4K-UHD video but also one or more HD videos in the same 6 MHz band [14].

4K-UHD transmits 3840 × 2160 resolution video and high-quality audio data through terrestrial
broadcasting networks. According to the domestic UHD TV standard, high-efficiency video coding
(HEVC) is adopted as a compression technology for video data and MPEG-H is adopted as a
compression technology for audio data. While the DTV method provides a transmission capacity
of 19.4 Mbps bandwidth at 6 MHz, ATSC 3.0-based UHD broadcasting can provide a transmission
capacity of 25 Mbps, which is more than 30% higher than that of DTV. Before UHD broadcasting was
provided, fixed FHD video service was provided through DTV. UHD broadcasting can simultaneously
transmit not only 4K-UHD video but also one or more HD videos in the same 6 MHz band.

Figure 2: Structure diagram of transmission system with ATSC 3.0 switch

Transmission technology based on ATSC 3.0 is used based on broadcasting gateway equipment
and transmitters. It is built in the form of a single frequency network (SFN) in which several trans-
mitters are connected to the broadcasting gateway equipment. The broadcasting gateway equipment
receives ATSC 3.0 link-layer protocol (ALP) packets through the Studio Interface and outputs
baseband packet (BBP) through studio to-transmitter link (STL) interface [15]. This process is shown
in Fig. 3. Also, it uses a delivery format, which is a standard internet protocol, in the form of
RTP/UDP/IP to enable input and output through an Ethernet cable. The ALP stream analysis module
and the STL stream analysis module are required to detect an error of a packet stream incoming
through the network. The IP stream analysis module can analyze and verify the service list table
(SLT) data and the system time data, which are bootstrap information for describing information
on the signaling transmission protocol. The ALP stream analysis module can analyze the ALP-TP,
ALP packet, and IP packet. The STL stream analysis module can analyze the preamble data, time
management data, and BBP data. It is confirmed through the respective analysis modules that the
stream input is normally performed.
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Figure 3: Configuration diagram of ATSC 3.0-based system

If the input stream is corrupted, the seamless switching module can perform a switchover to the
multiplexer that outputs the stable stream. After performing the switchover, it adds the forward error
correction (FEC) packet through the FEC encoding generator so that recovery is possible in case of
possible damage of the data transmitted through the gateway. In addition, through the FEC decoder,
a decoding algorithm can be applied to anerroneous input stream to output a normally reconstructed
stream. At this time, the FEC encoding and decoding algorithm conforms to the society of motion
picture and television engineers (SMPTE) 2022-1 standard [16].

After that, the broadcasting gateway equipment delivers the stream to the transmitter. The
broadcasting gateway device transmits a timing data packet based on port number 30065 to the
transmitter to control the emission time of the physical layer frame. Each transmitter compares the
input time information with its time standard to determine when to transmit a signal. In addition,
the broadcasting gateway equipment transmits physical layer parameters to the transmitter through
a preamble data packet composed of L1-Basic Signaling and L1-Detail Signaling. The transmitter
receives the input stream based on the value set through the preamble parser and configures each part
of the transmitter. In addition, the ALP stream for each physical layer pipe (PLP) received from the
broadcasting gateway equipment is processed into a BBP form and transmitted to the transmitter. In
this process, only one multicast IP address is used, but different PLPs are assigned by port number, up
to a maximum of four per service, up to a total of sixty-four [17–21].

2.2 Machine Learning Technology Based on Data Learning

Machine learning refers to the process of improving performance for a specific goal based
on experience learned from data. Machine learning uses large amounts of data to make inductive
reasoning and derives new knowledge as a result on its own. Among machine learning methodologies,
supervised learning refers to a method of inferring a function by learning data including an input
vector and a target value for each object attribute, and then inferring a target value for a new input
vector. It is divided into classification and regression according to the shape of the target value [22].

One of the representative classification methods is logistic regression. Logistic regression is a
regression method derived from linear regression. Linear regression is a model that trains a regression
line, which is a straight line that can represent data, by training a given dependent variable (Y) and
independent variable (X). A regression line means a straight line in which the sum of errors, which is
the distance between each point and the straight line, and it is minimized by representing data as X
coordinates and Y coordinates.
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Among logistic regression, it classifies data into one of two categories. Assuming that the Y value
to be predicted during model training is a probability of A, if the value of Y is greater than 0.5, it is
classified as A, and if it is less than 0.5, it is classified as B. Therefore, the independent variable has
an infinite value, and the dependent variable has a probability value between the numbers 0 and 1. To

compress the dependent variable into a probability value between 0 and 1, the expression y = 1
1 + e−z

,

which is the reciprocal of the value obtained by adding 1 to the power of the natural constant e using
the negative number of the output value of the linear equation, represents the sigmoid function. Fig. 4
shows the sigmoid function graphically.

The logistic regression model is simple and easy to implement and does not require a lot of
computation. In addition, since it learns simple linear data, it has good performance and outputs
high prediction probability even without preprocessing or adjusting input features.

Figure 4: Graph of sigmoid function

Another representative classification technique is the decision tree. The decision tree algorithm
branches by checking one condition at each branch point of the tree. The leaf node at which all
branches end contains the result value. The decision tree algorithm provides the basis for classification
or prediction, and the generated patterns are easy to understand. Additionally, among numerous
attributes, attributes that do not affect classification are automatically excluded when forming a model.
This has the advantage of being able to easily identify attributes that have a decisive influence. Also, the
time required to form a model is short by processing continuous or discontinuous data values without
data preprocessing.

Random forest is also a representative classification technique. Random Forest refers to a bagging
technique that uses a decision tree as a classifier. Bagging is a method of creating multiple learning
data sets using bootstrapping, creating a classifier for each learning data set, and then determining
the weights and making a final decision. The random forest algorithm creates a decision tree using
multiple training data sets through bootstrapping. When determining splitting properties during the
process of creating a decision tree, splitting attribute candidates are randomly selected from all splitting
attributes, and information gain is calculated to determine splitting attributes and criteria. In other
words, the random forest algorithm is a subspace method that uses bootstrapping [23].
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3 Intelligent Packet Switching Method Using Machine Learning and Cosine Similarity

In this chapter, we present a method for detecting abnormal multi-stream based on data learning
generated by the multi-stream changer. This method is implemented based on data science method-
ology through the process of setting the goal of research, collecting the data, preparing the data,
exploring the data, modeling, and presenting the result of research [24]. In this paper, we propose a
decision criterion for switching that can determine various cases of abnormal multi-streams according
to the network environment generated in multi-stream changes, thereby preventing frequent switching
and maintaining the normal operation of multi-stream changers.

3.1 Collecting the Broadcast Communication Multi-Stream Data

When multi-stream is transmitted from the broadcasting gateway equipment, various abnormal
situations occur depending on the network environment and its surrounding environment. As men-
tioned before, in this paper, we define the assumed conditions for abnormal situations as shown in
Table 1, to solve problems that may occur due to frequent switching.

Table 1: Abnormal situation assumption conditions based on ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer

Assumption conditions

One ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer device consists of 4 input networks.
The following situations occur randomly in each network.
• Packet loss occurs even though FEC is operating.
• FEC operates and is restored without packet loss.
• It is a stable state that does not require FEC recovery.

ATBiS ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer is used as a broadcasting gateway device that collects multi-
stream log data in abnormal situations defined in Table 1. ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer is a device
that monitors and displays the status of various broadcasting input signals between the ATSC 3.0
transmitting station and transmitter and switches to backup signals by automatically or manually
detecting abnormal conditions according to a set priority. It provides four IP packet signals as input
and two IP packet signals as output. In addition, it supports SMPTE 2022-1 FEC, SFN seamless
switching, and source routing transparent (SRT) receiver.

Data generated from the ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer equipment is periodically accumulated and
stored in its database, and even if it is not the period and an abnormal event occurs, it is also
immediately updated in the database. Through the logging process, all raw data stored in the database
are converted into csv files and we can get this file. The abnormal multi-stream detection method
proposed in this paper is implemented based on Python which is easy to use csv files. The main
attributes of raw data collected from Smart Changer are shown in Appendix A.

As shown in Appendix A, the main attributes of raw data collected from ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer
consist of a total of 47 items. It contains not only basic information about the device such as serial
number, name, system temperature, and CPU usage for each device, but also basic information about
each input network and output network, separately.
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3.2 Preparing the Broadcast Communication Multi-Stream Data

Data preparation refers to the step of processing the collected raw data into a usable form after
going through a refinement process to improve the quality. The refinement process is the process of
filtering or correcting errors to refine them and integrating or transforming the data as needed. Based
on the raw data collected earlier, in this paper, data inconsistency was corrected by removing missing
values and outliers after checking for data duplication. In addition, normalization is performed on
each data to identify the relationship between data with different distributions. Data normalization,
in general, is applied to numerical data when the range of raw data has a variance. This variance in the
data can decrease the performance of machine learning algorithms [25]. In this paper, the format of
the data representing the time when the event occurred was “yyyy-mm-dd h: mm” before refinement
but was converted to “yyyy-mm-dd h:mm: ss” form after refinement. We also removed missing values
and outliers from each data column.

3.3 Exploring the Broadcast Communication Multi-Stream Data

Data exploration is a step to figure out the relationship or interaction between data and variables.
It is also called exploratory data analysis (EDA), because it checks the relationship between variables,
data distribution, deviation, and whether there is a pattern. Based on the previously refined data, the
analysis steps through EDA are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Data analysis steps through EDA

Data analysis steps

Classify normal and abnormal multi-stream data
Identify basic statistics (mean, variance, etc.) and distribution for each data
Data reduction to only meaningful data for abnormal multi-stream detection
Identifying correlation between cpu_usage and data_bitrate
Identifying correlation between cpu_usage, data_bitrate, and memory_usage
Designing the directionality of a method that can detect abnormal multi-stream

First, as mentioned above, normal and abnormal multi-stream data are classified from the
collected and refined data. In this paper, the normal situation is set as level 1, and the abnormal
situation is classified into level 2 and level 3 according to the degree of risk. The existing methods
classified as normal or abnormal simply switch when the packet loss threshold is reached. This method
has a limitation in that, if the service provider sets the packet loss threshold high, only streams
belonging to extreme cases are switched. That is, when switching is needed soon or switching is
required, a situation in which switching cannot be performed may occur. In addition, when the packet
loss threshold is low, switching occurs frequently, which causes problems such as disconnection, delay,
and stoppage in provided services as well as the reduction in the lifespan of equipment. Therefore,
to solve these problems, we propose to classify abnormal situations into two levels. Even if some
abnormal situations occur, the step of monitoring the situation first is set to level 2, and the step
requiring immediate switching is set to level 3. Then, the basic statistics, including average variance,
and distribution are identified for each column of the previously collected and refined data. Fig. 5
shows a graph to understand the distribution of cpu_usage among various attributions. As shown in
Fig. 5, the cpu_usage attribution can be regarded as the most meaningful attribution when detecting
an abnormal multi-stream. In Fig. 5, the part shown in orange is the case of level 3 of the abnormal
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multi-stream situation, and the part shown in blue is the case of level 2. Through Fig. 5 as mentioned
below, level 2 belongs to the level 3 category, and it is necessary to further subdivide it by section.

Figure 5: Distribution graph of cpu_usage attribution

The histogram graph showing the distribution of level 2 and level 3 for each section after
standardization of the usage attribution is shown in Fig. 6. From here on, all data in Section 3.3 has
been standardized. The reason is that when comparing each feature, it is difficult to make a comparison
if the units and ranges of each feature are different. In addition, because scaling can be performed
before machine learning, data labeling was performed using the StandardScaler module of python’s
scikit-learn in this paper. As shown in Fig. 6, the distributions of level 2 and level 3 overlap within the
normalized range from −1 to 2, and only level 2 is indicated in the interval of 2 or more, and level 3 is
indicated only in the interval below −1.

Figure 6: Histogram graphs representing level 2 and level 3 of abnormal multi-stream

The second most significant data after the cpu_usage attribute in abnormal multi-stream detection
can be determined by the data_bitrate attribute. A graph to find out the relationship between the
data_bitrate attribute and the cpu_usage attribute and whether each feature has an independent
relationship is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Correlation graph between cpu_usage and data_bitrate properties

As described above, in the graph shown in Fig. 7, orange means level 3, and blue means level
2. Since the distribution of the cpu_usage attribute and the data_bitrate attribute is different, the
corresponding graph is derived with standardized data. Similar to the cpu_usage property described
above, there is an overlap between level 2 and level 3.

In abnormal multi-stream detection, data that can be judged to be the third most significant after
the cpu_usage and data_bitrate attributes can be seen as the memory_usage attribute. To understand
the independent relationship and relevance between these three data, each data is standardized, and the
graph shown in Fig. 8 is derived. The x-axis represents the cpu_usage attribute, the y-axis represents
the data_bitrate attribute, and the z-axis represents the memory_usage attribute.

As shown in Fig. 8, level 3 is displayed in orange, and level 2 is displayed in blue. This graph also
shows level 2 and level 3 are overlapped even when the memory_usage property is included. Through
the preceding processes, it can be seen that a data model that classifies level 2 and level 3 by utilizing
all of the cpu_usage property, data_bitrate property, and memory_usage property is necessary for the
data modeling process to determine the abnormal multi-stream to be performed later.

Figure 8: Correlation graph of cpu_usage, data_bitrate, and memory_usage properties
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3.4 Modeling the Method for Maintaining Stable High-Quality Video Streaming in Multi-Stream
Transmission Environments
As mentioned in Section 3.2 above, there are the following limitations in distinguishing abnormal

multi-streams simply with the packet loss threshold. When the threshold is high, switching is performed
only in extreme cases where switching is required, and when the threshold is low, frequent switching
occurs. Therefore, we propose to classify the abnormal multi-stream into level 2 and level 3 according
to the degree of risk. Level 2 and level 3 are classified through representative classification models
such as logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest. In addition, the data to be applied to
each classification technique is divided into two parts: The partial data set where level 2 and level 3
overlap, and the entire data set. In the accuracy part, it can be seen that the partial data set with a
dense distribution is more dominant. Table 3 shows the accuracy of each classification model for each
data set.

Table 3: Accuracy of each classification model by each data set

Data set

Model Partial data set Entire data set

Accuracy of
training data set

Accuracy of
verification data
set

Accuracy of
training data set

Accuracy of
verification data
set

Logistic-regression 0.8822 0.8829 0.8464 0.84
Decision tree 0.8952 0.8952 0.9256 0.9493
Random forest 0.9998 0.9342 0.9998 0.9546

As shown in Table 3, all models show an accuracy of at least 84% or higher. It can be seen that
the random forest model based on the partial data set and the entire data set is over-fitting, and the
decision tree model based on the entire data set is under-fitting. Therefore, in this paper, we classify the
abnormal multi-stream into level 2 and level 3 according to the risk level determined above through
the logistic regression model based on the entire data set. This does not require a large amount of
calculation, enabling faster classification.

In the broadcasting communication network, multi-streams are transmitted in real-time from the
Smart Changer at high speed. That is, a quick decision about switching is essential and it is directly
related to service quality. Due to this characteristic, it is impossible to judge in real time because it takes
a lot of time to classify all multi-stream data transmitted from the Smart Changer every second, not
only whether normal or abnormal multi-stream but also should discriminate the risk level in case of
abnormality through the logistic regression model presented above. Therefore, we use the multi-stream
data continuously transmitted from the Smart Changer and vectorize the representative value of each
input data corresponding to each probability from 100% to 0% at 5% intervals for each risk level
based on the logistic regression model and constantly update it. Based on the reference value obtained
through this process, among the data collected from Smart Changer, ‘cpu_usage’, ‘memory_usage’,
and ‘data_bitrate’ values are vectorized to determine switching through the dot product with the
reference vector. Table 4 shows a reference table describing the representative values of each input
data for each risk level and probability obtained through the logistic regression model based on the
data generated from the Smart Changer.
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Table 4: Risk level and its representative value of each input data (cpu_usage, memory_usage, and
data_bitrate) corresponding to probabilities

Level Level probability Cpu_usage Memory_usage Data_bitrate

2 100 – – –
2 95 – – –
2 90 416 887 20962513
2 85 507.2658 979.2954 20857720
2 80 661.7039 980.9737 20841810
2 75 800.9561 977.2807 20827430
2 70 906.9744 983.8661 20840250
2 65 1002.416 982.1652 20855190
2 60 1073.843 992.0826 20921510
2 55 1183.75 966.6875 20998270
2 50 1264.513 974.9744 20750090
3 100 6285.049 1000.444 20894250
3 95 3282.957 1009.162 20854740
3 90 2345.633 1003.959 20919780
3 85 2091.278 1007.222 21001470
3 80 1929.48 1009.04 20878510
3 75 1813.294 999.7059 20762820
3 70 1695.778 993.5185 20776370
3 65 1611.048 995.2857 20832830
3 60 1523 977.2143 20794140
3 55 1419.833 1010.5 20652150
3 50 1320.771 989.0857 20847570

Because the distributions of cpu_usage, memory_usage, and data_bitrate are different, a normal-
ization process is necessary, and the normalized values are shown in Table 5. As mentioned above,
switching is determined through a comparison between each input data collected from the Smart
Changer in real-time and the representative values of each input data obtained through Tables 4 and
5. At this time, for faster comparison, the normalized value is vectorized and the dot product between
the vectors is calculated to determine switching.

In addition, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 presented above, it can be seen that the values affecting
the switching determination are different for each input data attribute.

The feature importance ratio between cpu_usage:Memory_usage:Data_bitrate is 3:3:2 and it is
shown in Fig. 9. Each vector obtained through normalization is multiplied by the corresponding
ratio value. For the switching decision and each risk level value, the cpu_usage, memory_usage,
and data_bitate values are normalized from the data received from ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer,
and the cosine similarity value between the created vector and each vector in Table 5 is presented as
the switching decision criterion table is calculated. Among them, the risk level and probability of the
column whose cosine similarity value is closest to 1 are obtained and applied to the switching decision.
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The cosine similarity expression is equal to cos(θ) = A · B
‖ A ‖‖ B ‖ =

∑n

i=1 Ai × Bi√∑n

i=1(Ai)2 × √∑n

i=1(Bi)2
and

it expresses the degree of similarity between two feature vectors as a cosine value and the cosine
similarity has a value ranging from −1 to 1. −1 means they are opposite to each other, 0 means they
are independent of each other, and 1 means they are completely equal to each other [26].

Table 5: Risk level and its normalized representative value of each input data (cpu_usage, mem-
ory_usage, and data_bitrate) corresponding to probabilities

Level Level probability Cpu_usage Memory_usage Data_bitrate

2 100 – – –
2 95 – – –
2 90 −0.96657 −3.70419 1.286727
2 85 −0.89547 −0.24992 0.050143
2 80 −0.77517 −0.18711 −0.1376
2 75 −0.66669 −0.32533 −0.30729
2 70 −0.5841 −0.07886 −0.15601
2 65 −0.50975 −0.14252 0.020289
2 60 −0.45411 0.228655 0.802882
2 55 −0.36849 −0.72179 1.708669
2 50 −0.30558 −0.41164 −1.21992
3 100 3.605439 0.541576 0.481207
3 95 1.266799 0.867885 0.014979
3 90 0.536621 0.673148 0.782467
3 85 0.338477 0.795271 1.74643
3 80 0.212436 0.863304 0.295471
3 75 0.121927 0.513964 −1.0697
3 70 0.030382 0.282394 −0.90981
3 65 −0.03562 0.348534 −0.24356
3 60 −0.10421 −0.32781 −0.70012
3 55 −0.18458 0.917946 −2.37563
3 50 −0.26175 0.116491 −0.06963

A flowchart showing the abnormal multi-stream detection method proposed in this paper is
shown in Fig. 10. In order to build the algorithm database table in Fig. 10, the contents presented in
Sections 3.1 to 3.4 must be performed and its process has presented in Fig. 11. As shown in Fig. 10, if
the data is in level 3 with the risk value from 100% to 75%, it means immediate switching must required,
and if the risk is from 70% to 50%, switching is determined by the cumulative average of three times.
In level 2, the risk level is 90% to 70%, the switching is judged by the cumulative average of 5 times,
and if the risk is from 65% to 50%, the current state is maintained first, and continuously monitor
whether the multi-stream is normal or abnormal. When it is determined that switching is necessary, it
means that the corresponding input network needs to be switched. At this point, the packet error rate
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(PER) of the other different input networks is calculated and compared, and switching is performed
to a more stable network.

Figure 9: Graph of feature importance of input data

Figure 10: Flowchart of abnormal multi-stream detection method
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Figure 11: Flowchart of the process to build algorithm database table

4 Verification Platform for Maintaining Stable High Quality of Video Streaming in Multi-Stream
Transmission Environments

In this section, we present a platform that can verify the abnormal multi-stream detection method
presented above. To apply this method in the ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer server, problems such as
stability problems and performance degradation due to system load may occur, so we want to verify it
on a platform in an independently distributed environment. First, we present the environment of the
verification platform and then explain each step of design and implementation in turn.

4.1 Environment of Verification Platform

A platform capable of verifying the abnormal multi-stream detection method proposed above
is designed based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern, which is most commonly used in
software architecture design. The proposed verification platform should be able to process large
amounts of data quickly, have standardized data, have relationships between data, and satisfy all
of them. To satisfy these conditions, highly versatile MySQL is used as a DBMS. In addition, it
is implemented based on Node.js, which can handle events asynchronously when they occur, and
uses bootstrap and pug view templates for UI screens. All source codes of the proposed verification
platform are managed through GitHub, and Amazon Web Server (AWS) are linked for future
distribution [27].
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4.2 Definition of the Requirements and Functions of Verification Platform

Users of the proposed verification platform can be divided into ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer and the
operator who manages it. The requirements of the verification platform are divided and defined by
the user and are presented in Table 6.

Table 6: Requirements for each user of the verification platform

Users Requirements

ATSC 3.0 smart changer Login
Transmit the device status data
Request risk level and probability of abnormal status
whether switch or not

Operator Login
Register the device and monitor the status data

The function of the platform is defined through the requirements presented in Table 6, and the
sequence diagram of the function is shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 12, the operator accesses the
platform through login. After successful login, the operator can register basic information such as
serial number, device ID, and device password of ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer. Then, the ATSC 3.0 Smart
Changer server makes an authentication request to the platform through the registered serial number
and device password and receives an authentication success or failure response. Certified ATSC 3.0
Smart Changer devices periodically transmit device status information data to the platform, which
also receives transmission success and failure responses. The operator can view and monitor data for
each registered ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer device. In addition, the ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer server
requests the risk and probability value of the abnormal state, whether switching is needed or not,
recommends the network for a successful switch to the platform by fixed cycle, and receives the value
obtained through the algorithm in the platform as a response.

Figure 12: Sequence diagram of the function of the verification platform
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4.3 Design of Database of Verification Platform

The database in the verification platform is designed based on the requirements and functions
defined in Table 6 above. The requirements collected and analyzed before designing the database are
shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Requirements of the database in the verification platform

Requirements of the database in the verification platform

Operators have an id and a password, and their positions are classified by access level.
After the operator logs in to the verification platform, each of them initially registers the
product’s unique number and password for each ATSC 3.0 smart changer.
Each certified ATSC 3.0 smart changer outputs and records data such as input ID, output status,
and system temperature transmitted every second.
A total of four networks are used as inputs, and each network also records data such as status,
whether used or not, network delay, and packet loss count for every second.
The platform executes an abnormal multi-stream detection algorithm, then analyzes the input
network of each ATSC 3.0 smart changer and presents the level of risk and probability value of
the abnormal state, whether or not to switch, and the number of networks recommended to switch
as a result values.

Conceptual, logical, and physical design proceeds based on the requirements shown in Table 7.
The entity relationship-diagram (ERD) obtained based on the conceptual design is shown in Fig. 13.
As shown in Fig. 13, there are seven tables. Tables such as Operator and MSC_info contain the
basic information for login and registration, separately. One operator can manage several ATSC
3.0 Smart Changers, so there are too many relationships between those tables. One ATSC 3.0
Smart Changer has its basic status and it also contains status information of its four-input network
and two-output network. That information contains in the MSC_detail, MSC_input_history, and
MSC_output_history, separately. In addition, the result value obtained through the method proposed
in Section 3.4 is stored in the algorithm table.

4.4 Implementation of Verification Platform

Based on Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the verification platform is implemented by function divided by
users. The operator accesses the proposed verification platform through a registered ID and password,
which are set and stored before. After successful login, the administrator registers the serial number,
device ID, and device password, which are the basic information of the ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer in
charge and these data are stored in the database of this platform.

The ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer server makes an authentication request to the platform through
the registered serial number and device password and receives an authentication success or failure
response. Certified ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer devices periodically transmit status information data to
the database, which also receives a success or failure response about transmission. As the device’s status
data is stored in the MSC_detail table, the MSC_input_history table, and the MSC_output_history
table among database tables, operators can view and monitor data for each registered ATSC 3.0 Smart
Changer device. Based on the serial number of the device, the data recently entered through the device
is displayed on the UI screen. If the data is normally entered, the border of the table that displays the
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data of the device is shown in green color, but if the data is not updated for more than 10 s, it is shown
in red color. Fig. 14 presents each case on the UI screen by dividing it into upper and lower parts.

Figure 13: ER-diagram of the database of the verification platform
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Figure 14: Verification platform: Admin operator’s monitoring UI screen (above normal state, bottom:
Abnormal state)

In addition, ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer requests data such as the level of risk and its probability,
whether to switch, and the network number recommended to be switched to the verification platform
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by fixed cycle and receives a response from the value obtained through the algorithm in the verification
platform. As shown in Fig. 15, it contains the log data about detecting abnormal multi-stream and the
number of networks recommended by the algorithm.

Figure 15: Verification platform: Response log from ATSC 3.0 smart changer server

5 Conclusions

As broadcasting communication technology has developed, various problems and limitations in
multi-stream changers that simultaneously use terrestrial broadcasting networks and wired/wireless
networks with high speed to provide large-capacity and high-quality content as a service without
interruption have been recognized. To solve this problem, in this paper, we presented a smart packet
switching method for maintaining stable high-quality video streaming in multi-stream transmission
environments using machine learning and cosine similarity and also verified the proposed platform.

Based on data science methodologies, this paper proposed a method to maintain steady high-
quality video streaming in multi-stream transmission environments. First, the research aims to prevent
frequent switching by identifying abnormal multi-streams and presenting criteria for making decisions
about switching for each case. Afterward, the log data collected came from the ATSC 3.0 Smart
Changer equipment. The collected raw data was refined, reduced, and converted to prepare data and
normal and abnormal multi-streams were classified. Basic statistics, such as mean and variance, and
distribution were identified for each data type. We reduced these data to only meaningful data to detect
abnormal multi-streams more precisely. Through this process, the steps for a method for maintaining
stable high-quality video streaming in multi-stream transmission environments were designed and
implemented. Also, the level of risk and its probability as well as whether switching is needed or not and
the number of networks recommended for switching were derived from the method. To implement this
method on the ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer server, we took the stability issues and potential performance
degradation into account. As a result, we decided to establish it as a separate platform solely for
verification.

In the multi-stream changer to which the proposed method is applied, we expected that it can
support the process by narrowing down choices, and more reliable and smarter switching will be
possible by predicting problems such as reliability and broadcasting accidents of the equipment in
advance.
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Appendix A. Row data collected from ATSC 3.0 Smart Changer

Appendix Table A1: Row data collected from ATSC 3.0 smart changer

Data column name Data type Example of data

device_id Int 1
device_serial Int 123456
device_name Varchar Smart changer 1
event_time Int 1631707834
op_mode Int 0 (Auto)

1 (Manual)
2 (Smart)

switch_id Int 1
alarm_status Int 0 (No alarm)

1 (Alarm recovered)
2 (Recently alarm condition)
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Table A1 (continued)

Data column name Data type Example of data

power_status Int 1 (Normal)
2 (Abnormal)

output_status Int 1 (Normal)
2 (Abnormal)

sync_status Int 1 (Synchronous)
2 (Asynchronous)

system_temp Int 45
cpu_usage Int 1042
mem_usage Int 826
input1_status Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Normal)
2 (Error)
3 (Recovered)

input1_use Int 0 (Not use)
1 (Use)

input1_network_delay Int 0
input1_data_bitrate Int 20663373
input1_tot_bitrate Int 20869613
input1_packet_loss Int 1
input1_recovery_count Int 11
input2_status Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Normal)
2 (Error)
3 (Recovered)

input2_use Int 0 (Not use)
1 (Use)

input2_network_delay Int 0
input2_data_bitrate Int 20663373
input2_tot_bitrate Int 20869613
input2_packet_loss Int 1
input2_recovery_count Int 11
input3_status Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Normal)
2 (Error)
3 (Recovered)

input3_use Int 0 (Not use)
1 (Use)

input3_network_delay Int 0
input3_data_bitrate Int 20663373
input3_tot_bitrate Int 20869613
input3_packet_loss Int 1

(Continued)
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Table A1 (continued)

Data column name Data type Example of data

input3_recovery_count Int 11
input4_status Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Normal)
2 (Error)
3 (Recovered)

input4_use Int 0 (Not use)
1 (Use)

input4_network_delay Int 0
input4_data_bitrate Int 20663373
input4_tot_bitrate Int 20869613
input4_packet_loss Int 1
input4_recovery_count Int 11
output1_use Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Use)
output1_data_bitrate Int 25403863
output1_packet_loss Int 0
output2_use Int 0 (Not use)

1 (Use)
output2_data_bitrate Int 25403863
output2_packet_loss Int 0
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